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Abstract 
Face detection and tracking refers to the problem of locating human face 
positions in an image or video sequence. Different detection methods includ-
ing Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector Machine and Naive Histogram 
had been applied to the problem before, and the leading detection techniques 
can achieve nearly real-time performance for upright face detection. Potential 
extensions to the existing systems include rotated face detection and heuristic 
tracking. In this thesis, a rotated face detection method and a heuristic face 
tracking method are proposed and tested. 
The rotated face detection method extended the upright Haar-like feature 
cascade face detection system by transforming the upright face detection pa-
rameters under a different image representation called Rotated Summed Area 
Table (RSAT). Our motivation is based on the followings. In order to detect 
rotated face locations using the upright detector parameters, we could rotate 
the input image, which involves pixel interpolation, and detect faces under 
the conventional Summed Area Table (SAT) data structure. Another feasible 
approach involves rotating the detector parameters and detecting under RSAT 
ii 
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representation, which was found to be more efficient. The advantage of detect-
ing rotated face locations under RSAT is that the pixel interpolation process 
is not necessary. 
Moreover, the detected faces would be tracked by the proposed tracking 
system. The proposed heuristic tracking system used a local searching scheme 
called Conditional Density Propagation (CONDENSATION). The heuristic 
face tracking method showed comparable detection performance as the contin-
uous face detection (CD) method. We have also shown that the speed of the 
tracker could be improved by adjusting the tracking parameters. It enables 
the user to choose the balance between a reliable face detection system and a 
fast tracking system. 
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Notations 
The following is a list of symbols used in the thesis. 
Ncoi : Image width. 
Nrow : Image height. 
I ： Image with width Ncoi and height Nrow 
Sf : scaling factor. 
ix : Image Window horizontal coordinates. 
iy : Image Window vertical coordinates. 
g ： Face Detection function with output ranging from 0 to 1. 
cs : Image Window Size 
r : Standard Image Window Size (r = 24). 
C : A set of image window candidates (x,y, width, height). 
Nstrong : Number of strong classifiers {Ci{x)). 
X : Image Window coordinates {x = {za:, iy, cs}). 
Ci : Strong Classifier. 
h(i’f) : Weak Classifier. 
Ti : Number of weak classifiers in z-th strong classifier. 
ai : Weighting of the t-th weak classifier under stage i. 
： Threshold value of the strong classifier Ci. 
f^ ： Type-A (horizontal gray-level change) edge feature function. 
/ b ： Type-B (vertical gray-level change) edge feature function. 
fc ： Type-C (horizontal edge) edge feature function. 
f o : Type-D (vertical edge) edge feature function. 
Je : Type-E (diagonal edge) edge feature function. 
f ： Edge feature computation function. There are 5 types of edge feature 
ei : Threshold in t-th weak classifier under i-th strong classifier. 
Ei : Edge feature type. 
vi 
pI ： Edge feature polarity. 
Q\ : Edge feature threshold. 
u : Edge feature horizontal offset. 
V : Edge feature vertical offset. 
w : Edge feature width. 
h : Edge feature height. 
T : Edge feature coordinates parameters (r = {w, v, w, h}). 
S : Summed Area Table. 
RSAT : Rotated Summed Area Table. 
i ： x-coordinate under the image coordinate system. 
j ： y-coordinate under the image coordinate system. 
cx : The horizontal coordinates of CONDENSATION sample center under 
image coordinates. 
cy ： The vertical coordinates of CONDENSATION sample center under image 
coordinates. 
size : The size of the CONDENSATION sample. 
N,ampie ： Number of CONDENSATION state samples. 
s ： A CONDENSATION state sample. 
z : A CONDENSATION measurement sample. 
uj ： The weighting of a CONDENSATION state samples. 
Pp ： The prediction probability density function in CONDENSATION filter. 
Pi ： The likelihood probability density function in CONDENSATION filter. 
Nkey : Number of frame between key-frame. Faces in key-frame were detected 
by one of the rotated detector cascade. 
CTp ： The position variation limit of each CONDENSATION predicted sample, 
cr, : The scale variation limit of each CONDENSATION predicted sample. 
g—— : The Rotated Image Face Detector function. 
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The goal of this research is to build a fast and effective multiple angles face 
detection system, which serves as a pre-processing step for face recognition 
systems. 
With the rapid development in computer hardware and networks, it is 
now easy to access a huge amount of digitized image and video data from 
the Internet. These technological developments result in an increasing need 
to locate or search for images and videos according to their contents. Hence 
face detection, which aims at locating the human face positions in an image, 
is essential in Content Based Image Retrieval. 
In this thesis, a rotated face detection method and a heuristic face tracking-
method were proposed. The rotated face detection method extended the ex-
isting upright Haar-like feature cascade face detection system by transforming 
the upright face detection parameters under a different image representation 
called Rotated Summed Area Table (RSAT). For face tracking, we assumed 
the face locations change in a continuous basis, and a local searching scheme, 
called "Conditional Density Propagation" (CONDENSATION), was employed 
to save computational load. 
1 
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1.1 Summary of our approach 
In this thesis, I will describe a method to extend the upright face detection sys-
tem developed by Viola and Jones [Viola and Jones, 2004]. The extended face 
detection system is able to detect rotated faces by transforming the original 
detection parameters under an image representation called "Rotated Summed 
Area Table" (RSAT). 
Although the original face detection system in [Viola and Jones, 2004 
exhibits near frame rate detection speed, it is still worth to save computation 
time for the face detection component so that less powerful machines can also 
achieve near real-time performance. We used the CONDENSATION filter to 
save computation load in the face tracking application. The user of the face 
tracker can control the detection speed of the tracker by specifying different 
parameters of the tracker. 
1.2 Summary of our contributions 
The contributions of this research are summarized as below: 
1. An extension of upright face detector to detect in-plane rotated 
faces. By employing Rotated Summed Area Table (RSAT) and feature 
coordinates transformation, the extended face detector can detect iri-
plarie rotated faces with nearly the same computation efficiency of the 
original upright face detector. 
2. Integration of face detector under the C O N D E N S A T I O N track-
ing framework. Face tracking is a direct application of face detector. 
By embedding the proposed rotated face detector into the CONDEN-
SATION tracking framework, a face tracking system is implemented to 
save computation. 
i 
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1.3 Report Outline 
The following chapters will present the design of the rotated face detector and 
CONDENSATION face tracker. 
Chapter 2 presents the related research work to be employed in this thesis. 
The formulation of the Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector is de-
scribed. Then the Rotated Summed Area Table (RSAT) image representation 
will follows. Finally, the CONDENSATION tracking framework is laid out. 
Chapter 3 introduces the extension of the upright face detection to rotated 
face detection method. The feature coordinates transform under the Rotated 
Summed Area Table (RSAT) data structure can extend the upright face de-
tector to detect rotated faces. The suggested extension method can avoid the 
time consuming training phrase of the face detection system. The modeling of 
the CONDENSATION face tracker will be presented in Section 3.2. 
Chapter 4 presents the experimental results of our system in two sections. 
The first section presents the experiments on the rotated face detector. The 
other section illustrates the performance of the CONDENSATION face track-
ing system. 





In the following sections, I will present the related work necessary for the con-
struction of our rotated face detector and tracker. First of all, a short survey 
concerning the face detection and tracking literature is presented in Section 
2.1. Then, the general procedure for face detection is described in Section 
2.2. The formulation of the Viola and Jones upright face detector is then 
introduced in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 introduces both the Rotated Summed 
Area Table (RSAT) image representation and the Conditional Density Prop-
agation (CONDENSATION) tracking framework. The description of Rotated 
Summed Area Table (RSAT) image representation, which is the essential com-
ponent of the rotated face detector, is described in Subsection 2.4.1. Lastly, 
the CONDENSATION tracking framework is introduced in Subsection 2.4.2. 
2.1 Face Detection and Tracking literature 
In the following paragraphs, I will present the different approaches in solving 
the face detection and tracking problems. Some of the following technologies 
can be incorporated into the proposed system. For example, we can model the 
skin-color to quickly exclude unpromising region in a video sequence. 
4 
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2.1.1 Face Detection approaches 
There are different approaches tackling the face detection problem in the re-
search community. As pointed out in a survey [Hjelmas and Low, 2001], ex-
isting face detection systems can be roughly classified into two classes, namely 
"feature-based" approach, and "image-based" approach. The main difference 
between these two approaches is the way they incorporate the prior knowledge 
about what a face should look like. 
The "feature-based" approach models the prior knowledge explicitly by 
finding certain type of facial-feature like edge distribution, skin color [Saber 
and Tekalp, 1998; Raja et al, 1998; McKenna et al, 1998; Greenspan et ai, 
2001], motion [McKenna et a/., 1998; Sobottka and Pitas, 1998; Darrell et al., 
1996], and face contour [Lanitis et a/., 1995,. 
The "image-based" approach models the face detection problem as a pat-
tern recognition problem. They work by passing an image region to a pattern 
classifier and obtain a score representing the presence or absence of a face. 
The pattern recognition techniques employed in the community include Ar-
tificial Neural Network [Rowley et a/., 1998a][Sung and Poggio, 1998], Naive 
Histogram Estimation [Schneiderman, 2000]，Hidden Markov Model [Nefian 
and III, 98), Mixture of Factor Models [Ming-Hsuan Yang and Ahuja, 2001] 
and Support Vector Machine [Osuna et ai, 1997 . 
For a comprehensive review of existing upright face detection methods, 
readers are referred to [Yang et al.�2002 . 
Other than upright face detections, there are research projects focused on 
rotated and multi-view face detections. 
Rowley et al, 1998b] introduced a 'router' neural network to determine the 
orientation of the image window. The image window is then de-rotated and 
detected by an upright neural network face detector. [Jones and Viola, 2003. 
presented a two stage approach which first estimates the pose of the face in 
Chapter 2 Related Work 15 
Method Hit-rate False alarms 
[Rowley et al, 1998bj 89.2% 一 221 
[Jones and Viola, 2003] 89.7% 221 — 
Table 2.1: Existing Rotated Face Detection performance on CMU Rotated 
Face Database. 
the window and then evaluates only the detector trained on that pose. [Liu et 
a/., 2003] proposed another method for rotated face detection. Based on skin 
color detection and edge extraction, their method searches for face-like areas 
and get their orientation by matching with an edge distribution histogram. 
The edge histogram is represented by a histogram of edge distribution in polar 
coordinates with center in the face-like area, [guang Lv et ai, 2000] presented 
a similar edge histogram face orientation estimator. They also employed the 
knowledge about the symmetry of a face. 
Among the above mentioned rotated face detection approaches, [Rowley 
et tt/., 1998b] and [Jones and Viola, 2003] presented the hit-rate when their 
method is applied on the CMU rotated face database. Table 2.1 illustrated 
the hit-rate and false alarms reported in their publications. 
2.1.2 Face Tracking approaches 
There are numerous applications of CONDENSATION filters in the face track-
ing literature. CONDENSATION filter is incorporated with different detection 
criteria including Schneiderman's statistical method [Mikolajczyk et ai, 2001], 
hierarchical PCA [Ong and Gong, 1999], skin colour and SVM face detector 
Sherrah and Gong, 1999 . 
Skin color is one of the most commonly employed features for face tracking. 
For example, [Yang and Waibel, 1996] developed a tracker using adaptive skin-
color model under r-g space with single gaussian distribution. Color Mixture 
model is another commonly employed model. For example, [McKenna et ai, 
i 
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1998] presented a color mixture model in HSV with selective color model adap-
tation. Face contour is another branch to investigate the problem. [Sobottka 
and Pitas, 1998] proposed a color and shape tracking method. 
2.2 Overview of Face Detection Procedure 
Face Detection can be interpreted as classifying possible image windows into a 
face or non-face pattern inside a picture. When the system is presented with 
an image ( / ) , we list all the possible combinations of scales (cs), horizontal 
position (ix) arid vertical position (iy) of the top-left corner of the window. 
The detector function {g{I,ix,iy, cs)) of the system will decide whether the 
location contains a face or not. In order to save computation, a coarse adaptive 
coordinates sampling method is employed. The whole process is summarized 
in Algorithm 1. 
For an image of width Ncoi and height Nrow, a complete brute-force listing 
of {cs X cs) image windows requires (N^oi-cs) X (Nrow-cs) face detector {g{-)) 
evaluations. The process is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. For example, when 
we are presented with an image of 512 rows and 512 columns, a brute-force 
listing of (24 X 24) image windows requires (512 - 24) x (512 — 24) = 238,144 
window evaluations. 
A coarse sampling can save computations by skipping some windows in a 
systematic way. Coarse sampling is applicable to small windows only {sf < 2) 
because skipping one window for large image window may miss a face location. 
If we skip 1 window position for every two window positions (ystep = 2) in 
each dimension, the number of windows will drop to 1/4 of those in brute-
force listing. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the process for 24 x 24 coarse image 
window sampling. The number of window evaluations drops from 238，144 to 
238’ 144/4 二 59’ 536 windows. 
Other then the above coarse sampling method, we exploit the knowledge 
I 
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Algorithm 1: Face Detection Procedure 
Input: Gray-level Image /，standard window size r x r. 
Output: a set of image window candidates C. 
D E T E C T _ F A C E ( / ) 
(1) for each scale factor Sf 
(2) Set the Current Size (cs) to Sf x r. 
(3) Set the jump step (ystep) to MAX{sf, 2). 
(4) foreach vertical position cy (in pixels). 
(5) foreach horizontal position cx (in pixels). 
(6) Set the coordinates (ix, iy) to (cx x ystep, cy x 
ystep). 
(7) result = g(I, ix, iy, cs) 
(8) switch result 
(9) case result=l 
(10) / * a face is found. * / 
(11) Add the image window [ix, iy, cs, cs] into C. 
(12) Set adaptive jump step (xstep) to 2. 
(13) case 0<result<l 
(14) Set the adaptive jump step (xstep) to 1. 
(15) case result=0 
(16) Set adaptive jump step (xstep) to 2. 
(17) return C 
i 
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圖 圓 • • . . . • • I I 
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(487,�) I K . … … • 
Figure 2.1: Example of Brute force sampling of windows. 
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\ < - / 512 ^ 
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(486,0) 1 1 ； I 
. … … 圜 
Figure 2.2: Example of Coarse sampling of windows. The number of (24 x 24) 
image windows under coarse sampling will results in 59,536 evaluations. The 
number of evaluation is only 1/4 of those in brute-force listing. 
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gained from the response of the detector function {g[-)). Whenever the re-
sponse indicates a face-like pattern (0 < g{') < 1), we evaluate the next 
position (30step = 1). Otherwise, we skip one position {xstep = 2). This adap-
tive sampling procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.3. After showing the whole 




_ _ _ 
g ( 1 , 1 6 8 , 2 4 0 , 1 6 8 ) = 0 g ( l , 1 8 2 , 2 4 0 , 1 6 8 ) =(>.8 g ( I , 1 8 9 . 2 4 0 , 1 6 8 ) = ! 
口 
xstep=2 xstEp=l 
Figure 2.3: Example of Adaptive Sampling. When the detector function g(-) 
indicates a non-face pattern is reached (as in the case on left panel), the detec-
tor will jump one more step {xstep = 2). When a face-like pattern is reached 
(as in the case on the centre panel), the detector will examine the next position 
(xstep = 1) instead of jumping. 
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2.3 Haar-like Feature Cascade Upright Face 
Detector 
In the following subsections, the components of a real-time frontal face detec-
tor, which was proposed in [Viola and Jones, 2004], will be presented. The 
components of the face detector are exhibited in Figure 2.4. Recall from the 
previous section, an input image window is extracted and fed to a detector 
function (g(.)). The detector design (g(-)) will be presented in Subsection 
2.3.1. The detector evaluation involves calculating Rectangular Image Fea-
ture, which is introduced in Subsection 2.3.2. The Rectangular Image Feature 
can be effectively computed under Integral Image data representation, which 
is discussed in Subsection 2.3.3. Subsection 2.3.4 introduce the parameter es-
timation process. Features were selected by a modified Adaboost procedure 
Fremid and Schapire, 1996 . 
The reported performance of the Haar-like feature cascade upright face de-
tector is comparable to the best-known detectors in the literature. For a more 
comprehensive study of the Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector ’ 
readers are referred to [Viola and Jones, 2004 • 
2.3.1 Face Detector Design 
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the success of a face detector depends on the 
classification function (g(-)). The structure of this classification function is 
presented in this Subsection. 
The Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector classifies an image win-
dow (x = {ix,iy, cs}) as a face only if it passed all the strong classifiers (C n^；)). 
The detector function g{-) counts the fraction of strong classifiers passed. 
(2.1) 
1�strong 
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^ _ 5 1 2 . xEx_t「&ctTdj^r^age Window 2.3.4 Feature Selection and 
Parameter Estimation 
^Wm.- _ ^ 22 Facc Dclcction J M 
丨 擺 . � n^，tM’aU} 
Feed into Provide 
Parameters 
^ s^e — 
2.3.1 Face Detector [g(x)] 
Convert into 
Strong Classifier [C(x)] 
，^ Weak Classifier lh(x,.. .)� 
i 2.3.3 Integral Image 丄 based on 
I (SAT) \2.3 2 Rectangular Edge Feature 
: > , . . , [f(.)] 
f s " . . . . . . . 冋 
j ^ r ———— 
； I P ^ � 网 f g - i 
i ！ \ 
I • 丨 擎 I _ _ 「 涌 — 
I ，耗、, E^ffectively " “ “ 
'1 f computed (details in Fig 2.6) 
‘ by 
Figure 2.4: Overview of components in Upright Face Detector. 
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A strong classifier iCi{x)) is equal to (0) if one of the previous strong classifier 
is evaluated to be false {3j G - 1} such that Cj(x) = 0). A shortcut 
evaluation of Equation 2.1 is visualized in Figure 2.5 as a cascade of strong 
classifiers. This shortcut evaluation design rejects the obvious false alarms by 
the first few strong classifiers and guarantees a fast detector response. 
• • • — A c c e p t e d 
No No No 
I I i 
Rejected Rejected Rejected 
g(x)=0 g(x)=1/Ns„ong g(X)=(N 咖 ng-1)/Nstrong 
Figure 2.5: Detection function as a cascade of strong classifiers. The cascade 
design ensures early rejection of obvious non-face patterns. 
Strong Classifier Q 
A strong classifier Ci{x) consists of a set of weak classifiers {h{i,t))-
� 二 1 if (2.2) 
I 0 , otherwise 
n , � ‘ 1 if ( E f i i c^ihuM^) > 7i) and ( C ^ W ^ •) ) 
Ci>2{x) = 、二。, 
I 0 ，otherwise 
where 
• Ti is the number of weak classifiers used, 
• ai is a weighting parameter for the weak classifier, 
• h(i,t) is a weak classifier, which is described below and 
• 7j is the threshold value of the strong classifier. 
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Weak Classifier h(i，t� 
A weak classifier {h(^i,t)) in stage i and index t consists of an edge feature 
computation ( / ) ’ with threshold {61). 




• X is the image window coordinates 丨 
{x = {ix,iy,cs}), 
• Ei is one of the edge feature type discussed in Subsection 2.3.2 
( E i G { A , B , C \ £ > , £ ； } ) , 
• r/ is the coordinates parameters of the edge feature measurement with 
horizontal offset u, vertical offset v, width w, height h expressed under 
standard resolution r (r/ = {ui ,vi ,wi,hl} ) and » 
• pi represents the polarity of the inequality. {p\ G { — 1, + 1 } ) 
When the polarity is positive (pj = 1), the feature thresholding inequal-
ity is fEiix^r,) < e i I 
When the polarity is negative (j)\ 二 一1), the feature thresholding in- ‘ 
equality becomes ) > Q\. 
2.3.2 Rectangular Edge Feature /(.) 
The Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector employs rectangular fea-
tures for detecting faces in images. These features represent edge measure-
ments in horizontal { J a J c } , vertical UbJu) and diagonal { J e } directions. 
An extension of the upright face detection to include rotated edge features is 
introduced in [Rainer Lienhart, 2003.. 
i 
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Figure 2.6 shows the 5 feature types employed in [Viola and Jones, 2004 
under standard size (r). The white area in the rectangle represents a region 
where pixel values were added up. The gray area in the rectangle represents 
the region to be subtracted from. The feature of a rectangular region is the 
pixel difference between the white and gray area and normalized by the area 
of the image window. 
Type-A feature 
Type-A feature represents a gray-level change in the horizontal direction. 




• X is the image window coordinates, (x = {ix, iy, cs}) , 
• u,v are the horizontal and vertical offset within the image window (x) 
under standard size (r), 
參 w is the width of the feature, 
I 
• h is the height of the feature, 
• cs is the size of the image window and 
PixelSum(x, h]) is the sum of pixel under the scaled feature masked 
region. PixelSurn(') can be calculated by Equation 2.6. 
ie 3 c 
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Figure 2.6: Edge Features employed in Frontal Face Detector under standard 
resolution (r). 
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• { i s j s ) is the coordinates of the top-left corner of the image feature under 
the image coordinates. 
is = ix-\-uxsf-^l and is = zy + f x s/ + 1, 
• ( i e j e ) is the coordinates of the bottom-right corner of the image feature 
under the image coordinates. 
Ze = zrr + (w + w) x sj and je = iy + {v h) x Sf, 
• Sf is the scaling factor (s/ =， ) . 
Figure 2.7 demonstrates the calculation of /^(a;, [3’ 5’ 4,19]). There are two 
Image Window (x)=[224, 231，158] (245, 265) 
(258, 265) 
(224, 231) J 
K M 




=(PixelSum(x, [5,5,2,19]) - PixelSum(x, [3,5,2,19])) /(cs * cs) 
=(231641 -214981) / (158* 158) 
=-0 .6674 
Figure 2.7: Example of Type-A feature computation {/a)-
rectangular regions in the feature. The right region coordinates is [5,5,2’ 19 
under standard size. The top-left corner of the right region under im-
age coordinates is (258,265) and the bottom-right corner { ie je ) of the right 
region under image coordinates is (270’ 389). The left region is [3, 5,2,19] un-
der standard size. The top-left corner of the left region under image 
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coordinates is (245, 265) and the bottom-right corner ( ie je ) of the right re-
gion under image coordinates is (257,389). The pixels under right region are 
summed up and the pixels under left region are subtracted from the sum. The 
pixel difference is divided by the image window area (cs x cs). The feature 
value founded is -0.6674. This means that the average pixel value under the 
left region is brighter than those in the right region. 
Type-B feature 
Type-B feature represents a vertical gray-level change. Type-B feature is cal-
culated by the following equation: 
, “�（Pia;d5Wn([ii’ V + h/2, w, h/2]) — PixelSum{[u, v, w, h/2]) = ^ ^ 
(2.7) 
where 
• X is the image window coordinates (x = {ix,iy,cs}), 
m u,v are the horizontal and vertical offset within the image window (x) 
under standard size (r), 
• w is the width of the feature under standard size, 
• h is the height of the feature under standard size, 
• cs is the size of the image window and 
PixelSu.m(.) is calculated by Equation 2.6. 
Type-C feature 
Type-C feature represents a horizontal edge measurement. It is computed by 
Equation 2.8 
fc{x, h % W,h])= -Sleft + 2 X : : - SrigHt ( 2 . 8 ) 
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where 
• Scenter IS the pixel sum of the middle region 
(PixelSum{x, [u + w/S, v, w/3, /i])), 
• Sieft is the pixel sum of the left region 
(PixelSum{x, [u, v, w/3, /i])), 
• Sright is the pixel sum of the right region 
(PixelSum(x, [u + 2 x w/3, v, w/3, /i])) and 
• cs is the size of the image window. 
Type-D feature 
Type-D feature presents a vertical edge measurement. It is computed by Equa-
tion 2.9 
^ , , 1 � —Sup + 2 X Scenter _ ^bottom / n q � 
J … ' L ' ， ' " CS X CS 
where 
• Sup is the pixel sum of the upper region 
{PixelSum{x, [w, v, w, /i/3])), 
• Scenter is tliG pixcl suiii of the Center region 
{PixelSum{x, [u, v + /i/3, w, /i/3])), 
• Sbottom is the pixel sum of the lower region 
{PixelSum{x, [u,v+ 2 x /i/3, w, h/3])) and 
• cs is the size of the image window (x). 
Type-E Feature 
Type-E feature is the only diagonal edge measurement. The other four types 
of features are restricted to represent horizontal or vertical edges only. Type-E 
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feature is computed by Equation 2.10 
r / 7 1\ Sul — Sur — Sbl + Sbr m � 
fsix, u,v,w,h) = (2.10) 
cs X cs 
where 
• Sul is the pixel sum of the upper left region 
(JHxelSumi^oc, [u, v, wjl, /i/2])) 
• Sur is the pixel sum of the upper right region 
(PixelSum{x, [u + w/2, v, w/2, /i/2])) 
• Sbi is the pixel sum of the bottom left region 
(PixelSum(x, [？x, v + /i/2, iy/2, h/2])) 
• Sir is the pixel sum of the bottom right region 
(PixelSum{x, [u + w/2, v + /i/2, w/2^ h/2])) and 
• cs is the size of the image window (x). 
All the feature types exhibited in Figure 2.6 can be computed by at maxi-
mum of 9 array access and addition operation under Integral Image represen-
tation. 
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2.3.3 Fast Feature Computation Structure: Integral Im-
age 
In order to compute the Rectangular Image Feature in real-time, the gray-level 
of an image ( / ) are pre-summed and stored into a table called "Integral Image" 
Viola and Jones, 2004] or “Summed Area Table “ (SAT). The entries of SAT 
{S{i,j)) is calculated by the following equations: 
i 3 
= (2.11) 
=I[h3) + S(i — 1’ j ) + S(iJ - 1) - S(i — l,j - 1) (2.12) 
where S(i, 0) = 0 and S(0,j) = 0. The computation of the Integral Image is 
linear to the number of pixels. 
The sum of pixel values of a rectangle (r) within an image window (x) can 
be calculated by 4 addition operations and 4 array references under SAT. 
PixelSum{x,T) = — S{:k,js) — S(isJe) + S{isJs) (2.13) 
where 
• X is the image window coordinates {x 二 {ia;’ iy, cs}) , 
• r is the rectangle within the image window under a grid of size (r). 
(r = [w, f , w, /i]) 
• ( i s j s ) is the coordinates of the top-left corner of the image feature under 
the image coordinates. 
is = ix u X Sf and js 二 W + ” 父 s/， 
• (ieJe) is the coordinates of the bottom-right corner of the image feature 
under the image coordinates. 
ie = ix(u-^w) X Sf a n d je 二 iy -\-{v + h)x sj a n d 
A 
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• is the scaling factor between the image window size cs and the stan-
dard size r. 
(Sf = f ) 
Figure 2.8 illustrates the calculation of a Type-A feature ( /^(x, [3’ 5,4’ 19])) 
under SAT representation. The calculation of PixelSum{x, [5,5,2,19]) is ac-
complished by 5(270,389) — S'(270,264) — 5(257,389) + 5(257,264). This 
computation involves 4 table-lookups of the SAT entries and 3 addition oper-
ations. The result of the computation is equivalent to those shown in Figure 
2.7. 
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Image Window (x)=[224,231，158] (245’ 265) 
(258, 265) 
(224,231) J ^ 
m M 




(257, 264) (270，264) 
^ ( 2 • 丄 I 
卞 、、！ji^ i V. �� 
一158 — Z (382,389) 
(270, 389) 
(244, 389) (257, 389) 
fA(x’ [3,5,4,19]) 
=(PixelSum(x, [5,5,2,19]) - PixelSum(x’ [3,5,2,19])) /(cs * cs) 
={[8(270,389) - S(270, 264) - 8(257,389) + S(257, 264)] 
-[8(257,389) - S(257, 264) - 8(244,389) + S(244, 264)]}/ (cs * cs) 
=(231641 - 214981) / (158 * 158) 
=-0.6674 
Figure 2.8: Example of T y p e - A feature computation under S A T repre-
sentation. 
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2.3.4 Feature Selection and parameter estimation 
The estimated parameters in the Haar-like feature cascade upright face de-
tector were directly applied in the coordinates transformation process of the 
proposed rotated face detector. Therefore, the parameter estimation process is 
not necessary in the rotated face detector system. The parameter estimation 
process proposed by Viola and Jones is included in Appendix A for interested 
readers to investigate. For a comprehensive study of the parameter estimation 
procedure, readers are referred to [Viola and Jones, 2004 . 
The parameters used in the proposed rotated face detector consist of 24 
strong detectors�Nstrong = 24) arid a total of 2713 weak detectors ( E i l T " " ' = 
2713). Table 2.2 lists the number of weak detectors (T^) of all the 24 strong 
classifiers (i). As the number of strong classifiers (i) increases, the number 
q 1| 2| 3| 4| 5 I 6| 7 I 8 
了i I 9 I 16 I 27 I 32 I 52 I 53 I 62 I 72 
M 9 I 10 I 11 I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 16 
Tj 83 I 91 I 99 I 115 127 135 136 137 
~~r 17" 18 19 20 23 
Tj 159 155 169 196 197 181 199 2TF 
Table 2.2: The number of weak detectors (T^) in the z-th strong classifier [Ct). 
of weak detectors (T^) is increasing and the estimated classification function , 
(Ci{-)) becomes more complicated. This trend reflects the increasing difficulty 
ill the search of parameters that achieve the required face detection perfor-
maiice. Even as the number of weak detectors increases in the last few strong 
classifiers, the computation time is not highly affected. It is because the num-
ber of windows passed to each strong classifier is decreasing. 
Figure 2.9 lists the parameters of the first strong classifier. There are = ) 
9 weak classifiers and the strong classifier threshold (7^ = ) is —5.0426. For each 
of the weak classifier, we listed the feature ( fT[x, [u, v, w, /i]), the polarity (pj) , 
the weak classifier feature threshold ( O]) and the weak classifier weighting (a]). 
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Figure 2.10 and 2.11 shows the parameters of the second strong classifier. The 
feature coordinates parameters (r = [u, v, w, h]) will be transformed to obtain 
a rotated face detector. The transformation process is described in Section 
3.1. 
Stage 1 : T . = 9 Y.= -5 .0426 
鬧 _ 國 
麗 瀬 . 3 , B e 
fn : (x,[6 4 12 9 ]) f c (X, [6 4 12 7]) fn (x, P 9 18 9]) 
p=-l,e=-0.031512 a=2.0875 p=l, 9=0 .012396 a=13272 p=l, 9=0 .021928 a=1.0626 
J:.邏 . i t M 』 帽 
fo (x,[8 18 9 6]) fA(x, p 5 4 19]) fo (k, [6 5 12 16]) 
p=l,e=0D05753 a= 1176 p=l, 9=0 .015014 a=12608 p 二一 1, 8=0 .099371 06=0 55751 
叫^^ MM 
fa (X, 5 8 12 6]) fB (x, ai 14 4 10]) fs (x, fi 0 7 6]) 
p=l, 6=0 •002734 a=0.4401 p=l, 9=-0.018859 a=0.4435 p=l, 9=0 .005974 a=0£5256 
Figure 2.9: The parameters of the first ( i= l ) strong classifier (Cj). 
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Stage 2:T.= 15 y = -4.9842 
1 
. . H I .^^m 
fo (X, [6 6 12 6] fc (X, [6 4 12 7]) 
p=- l ,e=-0.02111 a=12436 p = i , 9=0 .020356 a = l J.818 
fD � [ L 8 19 12]) fc (K, [D 2 24 3]) 
p = l , 0=0 .021309 a=〇.70069 p = l , 0=0 .09166 a=1.7284 
fo (X, [? 9 6 15]) ffi (X, [5 6 14 10]) 
p=- l ,6=0.036288 a=026764 p=l ,9=-0.01911 a=0 .45671 
m 鬭 
fo (X, [5 0 14 9] fc (X, [13 11 9 6]) 
p=l,0=O.〇〇8254 a=0 •53564 p = l , 6=0 .018355 a=0.93339 
Figure 2.10: The parameters of the second (i=2) strong classifier {Ci) (Part 
1). 
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• 圓 
f c (x, [7 5 6 10]) f c(x, [10 8 6 10]) 
p=- l , e= -0 .007057 a=0 .92782 p = - l , 6=-0 .009877 a = i a 5 7 7 
m 鬬 
f A ( X , [ 2 5 4 9]) FC(x, [18 0 6 11]) 
p = l , 9=0.015814 a=13576 p = - l , 9=-0 .0207 a= 1.459 
fc(x , [0 6 24 13]) f c(x, [9 6 6 9]) 
p=— l,e=~€ JL3761 a = i a i 8 7 p = l , 6=0 .014319 a = l J.441 
圓 H 
f D (X , [7 18 10 6]) f B ( X [5 7 14 12]) 
p = l , 6=0.010253 a=0 .77099 p = - l , 9=0 .091508 a=0 38818 
Figure 2.11: The parameters of the second (i=2) strong classifier (Ci) (Part 
2). 
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2.4 Other Related Work 
The rotated face detector proposed in next chapter employs both the cascade 
detector design and the parameters of the upright face detector. For effi-
cient rotated face detection, the Rotated Summed Area Table (RSAT) data 
structure is required. The Conditional Density Propagation (CONDENSA-
TION) framework is necessary for real-time face tracking. In the following 
Subsections, I will present the RSAT data structure and the CONDENSA-
TION framework. 
2.4.1 Rotated Summed Area Table 
Rotated Summed Area Table (RSAT) [Rainer Lienhart, 2003] is a representa-
tion for fast computation of pixel sum for rotated rectangular features. Figure 
2.12 illustrates a Type-A edge feature in the left panel and the corresponding 
edge feature after scaling and rotated 45 degrees clockwise. The feature com-
putation needed is PixelSum(T) - PixelSum(S) in both cases. RSAT enables 
fast computation of the rotated edge feature. 
(0.0) ^ 
, w — — • (u.v) 
丄丄； i / s X “ 
r ^ (u+w+h, v+h+w) 
2r • 
Figure 2.12: Type-A edge feature in the left panel can be rotated and scaled 
into a 45 degree tilted edge feature in the right panel. 
RSAT entries represent the sum of pixel values under an inverted triangle 
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in the image. Figure 2.13 demonstrates a RSAT entry as the pixel sum under 
the red-shaded area. 
.(ij) 
• / 
fl • 圓 
j^^ j^；；^^ ^ 
，, 罕 
N row 
N cci • 
Figure 2.13: A Rotated Summed Area Table entry {RSAT{iJ)) represents 
the sum of pixels under the red-shaded triangular area. 
The RSAT entry (RSAT{iJ)), as illustrated in Figure 2.14, is computed 
by the following equations: 
j i+j-l 
RSAT{iJ) E (2.14) 
v=l u=i—j+l 
=I{iJ) + I{iJ — 1) + RSAT{i — 1，j — 1)+ 
RSAT{i + 1, j - 1) — RSAT{iJ — 2) (2.15) 
with exceptions RSAT{i, 0) = 0, RSAT{OJ) = 0 and RSAT{i, 1) 二 I(i,l), 
RSAT(l,j) = 1(1, j). Where i is the x-coordinate under the image coordinate 
system and j is the y-coordinate under the image coordinate system. 
The pixel sum of a rotated square region (x) can be computed by 4 array 
references and addition operations under RSAT. 
RotatedSum{x) = RSAT{ibJb) - RSAT{irJr) — RSAT(iiJi) + RSAT{iujt) 
(2.16) 
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( i j - 2 r——二二 
„ - ' ^ \ Nrow 
— L 1, 
一，， /I I � 1 I I I w 
(i-i.H) “ f ~ Nc�丨 \ ' 
/ 、 
/ ^ t s 
/ \ 
( u / �+幻+1) 
Figure 2.14: Calculating the RSAT{iJ) by Equation 2.15. 
where 
• X is the image window coordinates {x = {ix^iy.cs}), 
• {ib,jb) is the coordinates of the bottom corner of the rotated image win-
dow under the image coordinates. 
lb = ix cs and jb = iy 2 x cs, 
• {ir. jr) is the coordinates of the right corner of the rotated image window. 
ir = ix + 2 X cs and jr = iy cs, 
• {ii,ji) is the coordinates of the left corner of the rotated image window. 
ii = ix and ji = iy -{• cs, 
• (itdt) is the coordinates of the top corner of the rotated image window. 
it = ix + cs and jt = iy. 
Figure 2.15 illustrates the calculation of rotated image window pixel sum. The 
number of pixel under the rotated image window changes from (cs x cs) to 
(2 X C5 X cs). 
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(ix’iy) — Nooi 
、 、 2cs -1 
IIIII I I I 1 4 
— I 
(ix+cs, iy) _ 二 ： 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2cs 
一 • 明 ！ 芸 I 
1 — 
—I__ _ _ _ _ _1 /1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
( ix4CS, iy+ 2 cs) I (ix+2 cs, iy+cs) 
Figure 2.15: Example of calculating RotateSum of a rotated image window x 
using Equation 2.16. 
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2.4.2 Condensation Framework 
Conditional Density Propagation (CONDENSATION) [Isard and Blake, 1998: 
is a tracking framework employing factored sampling. The procedure of con-





.. Z t+i 
f 1 
Selection 
‘ / ^ 
• ] [ ] [ _ ^ 
f _ 、 厂 • • 、 
Prediction Likelihood 
^ R)(Xt+i|Xt=St) j (^Wt+i=p(Zt+i|Xt+i=St+}� r 
T 
New Samples St+1 
Figure 2.16: Condensation Data Flow. 
Given a set of Nsample state samples {St = {sj, s ,^ s?, . . . s f a t time 
t with corresponding weighting cui, the CONDENSATION algorithm works in 
the following way to propagate posterior estimates {(5^,0;^)} over time. 
Select a set of Nsample new samples s\ as follows: 
• generate a random number r E [0,1], uniformly distributed. 
• find, by binary subdivision, the smallest j for which uj] > r. 
A. • 
• set si = sj 
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A 
Predict by sampling from Pp{xt+i\xt = si) to choose 
Measure and weight the new state sample sj+i in terms of the measured 
features Zt+i： 
4+1 = Pi{zt+i\xt+i = s;+i) 
The resulting set of state samples follows the distribution oip(xt+i\Zt) and 
the corresponding weighting represents the likelihood function p办f+i l^ ^t+i). 
The original work proposed aims at generic contour tracking [isard and 
Blake, 1998]. Other than the original work, the CONDENSATION algorithm 
is applied to a wide range of applications like face detection in video sequence 
[Mikolajczyk et ai, 2001], face and head pose tracking [Sherrah and Gong, 
1999]’ human body tracking [Ong and Gong, 1999 . 
As CONDENSATION is a probabilistic sampling method in the parameter 
space, it does not assume the model to be uni-modal. In other words, conden-
sation filter have the advantage of recovering from lost track scenarios. How-
ever, a large number of samples were needed to sample for high-dimensional 
parameter space. 
The condensation filter is a key component in the tracking part of this 
project. The modeling of CONDENSATION parameters {Nsampie,Pp,Pi} will 
be described in Section 3.2. 
Chapter 3 
Rotated Face Detector and 
Interleaved Face Tracker 
In the following sections, I will present the design of the rotated face detector 
and the interleaved CONDENSATION face tracker. 
The rotated face detector adopts the parameters estimated in the upright 
face detector. It transforms the detector feature coordinates into rotated co-
ordinates under RSAT image representation. The coordinates transformation 
process can elude the time-consuming parameter estimation process of the 
rotated face detector. 
Detecting both upright and rotated faces for each frame in a video sequence 
will significantly slow down the response time of the face tracker. Three cascade 
classifiers are invoked to decide whether an upright, clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotated face pattern is found at the image coordinates (cx, cy, size). 
To avoid applying both upright and rotated face detectors at the same 
frame, an interleaved CONDENSATION tracking procedure is introduced. For 
the key-frames, one of the three detectors is applied to detect faces in one di-
rection. For the intermediate frames, the states of the detected face rectangles 
are maintained by CONDENSATION filter. 
The rotated face detector is presented in Section 3.1. The interleaved 
CONDENSATION face tracking is introduced in Section 3.2. 
35 
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3.1 Rotated Detector Overview 
Recall from Section 2.2，the overall face detection procedure involves a coarse 
adaptive sampling of image coordinates. The same procedure is applied to 
rotated face detection. However, the number of cascade to be evaluated at each 
image coordinates increases from one to three. The detectors are specialized 
in detecting upright, clockwise-rotated and counter clockwise-rotated human 
faces. 
The whole process of rotated face detection is illustrated is Figure 3.1. 
Image window coordinates are extracted with the procedure described in Al-
gorithm 1. Under the proposed scheme, the evaluation of detector function 
relies on both SAT (Subsection 2.3.3) and RSAT (Subsection 2.4.1) image rep-
resentation. For upright human face detection, the original Haar-like feature 
cascade upright face detector is applied. To detect clockwise and counter-
clockwise rotated human faces, coordinates transformation is needed. The 
coordinate transformation procedure is described in Subsection 3.1.1. 
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Parameters 
Cascade weighting 
Input Image " ^ i T l P ^ ^ 
瑰 ^ . ， 保 ， ^ (defined in Scciion 2.3.1) 
i M ^ ； ri^ Feature Coordinates 
IMAi ： [ a B i [- -J 
： g I 
: — c^ I ： -O I 
: 3.1.1 Coordinate Transform ^ ‘ 
舊 舊 ’ I ： Clockwise ^ I 
！ i I I H <$> <$> : 
丨 ： 丨 Counter-clockwise , 
I i ri €>1> # ii 
S A T ^ ^ y ： j 3.1.3 Post-Processing 
Upright Face Detector 
• • — — 覆 I 
WmM tt : 丄 丄 •二 h I 
藝 ^^ (details in Fig 2.5) | neighbor = 20 
I Clockwise Detector 
I � … … 今 
D C A'T I I _ T 7 T ^ S B P B I 
I ^ neighbor = 2 
. i^mmm^ — � 
Counter-clockwise Detector M ^ g K 
‘ … — 
• T i i neighbor = 0 
i^t^,�11 combined to 
M Detector Result 
Figure 3.1: Overview of the rotated face detector. 
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3.1.1 Parameter Transform and Rotated Face Detection 
Recall from Subsection 2.3.2’ the feature measurement takes one of the 5 fea-
ture types ( / e { / a , Jb, fcy /D, /E}) - All these feature measurement relies 
on the PixelSum{x, [u, v^ w, /i]) function to calculate the sum of pixels of an 
rectangle [n, f , w, h] under the image window (a;). 
As shown in Figure 3.2, the four corners (a, b, c, d) of a rectangle (r = 
h]) are referenced to compute the PixelSum under SAT representa-
tion. The corner coordinates under image coordinates are summarized in Table 一 
SAT 
'Wml^iM • 
M too i«o an '.39 iw no WO 4*0 m> 
T ‘ 1 i 
Image / 丨 � 
Window 亡 cs J . 
(ix.iy) I I 
d 
Figure 3.2: Hypothetical Parameter before transformation under SAT. 
3.1. 
By 45 degrees clockwise rotation under the RSAT representation, the corner 
coordinates are transformed to new coordinates by Equations 3.1 to 3.4. The 
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corner x-coordinate y-coordinate 
a ix + u X Sf iy -\-v X Sf 
b ix {u + w) X sf iy -\-v X Sf 
c ix -\-u X Sf iy + (v + h) X sf 
d ix {u-{-w) X sf iy {v h) X sf 
Table 3.1: Corner coordinates under SAT for Pi:jcelSum computation, 
above clockwise rotation method is demonstrated in Figure 3.3. 
flCw = (ia： + <5/X (r + u — i;)’ iy + Sf x {u-\- v)) (3.1) 
^cw _ X {r i- u — V w), iy Sf X {u +V w)) (3.2) 
c ^ ^ = (^ix Sf X {r u - V h), iy-\-SfX {u-\-v-\-h)) ( 3 . 3 ) 
( f ^ = {ix Sf X {r u - V w - h), iy-\-SfX { u v + w h ) ) ( 3 . 4 ) 
where 
• {ix^ iy) are the x- and y-coordinates of an image window x, 
• cs is the image window size of x, 
• r is the rectangle coordinates under standard size (r), 
• (u, v) are the x- and y-coordinates of r, 
• w and h are the width and height of r and 
• Sf is the scaling factor (s/ = " ) . 
By a similar resize and rotation method, the corners of an rectangle r 
are rotated 45 degrees counter-clockwise by Equations 3.5 to 3.8. Figure 3.4 
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RSAT " Nco 丨 
1 
—--7 i M w i m m ^ 
V w 1«Q M SM 30O JM MO 4W WO 
Image / \ 
Window ^ 2CS-1 ^ 
cT 
Figure 3.3: Clockwise Parameter Transform under RSAT. 
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illustrates the process. 
“ c c w = { ix-^Sf X (u + i;), zy + 5/ X ( r - w + i;)) (3.5) 
…CIV =(红 + X +t; + i(；)， iy + Sf X {r - u + v -w)) (3.6) 
c^^^ = {ix + Sf x{u + v-hh), iy-}-SfX{r-u-^v^h)) (3.7) 
t/ccw = + X (^i+ !； + !(；+ /i)， iy Sf X {r - u + V - w h)) (3.8) 
where 
• {ix.iy) are the x- and y-coordinates of an image window x, 
• cs is the image window size of a;, 
• r is the rectangle coordinates under standard size (r), 
• (u, v) are the x- and y-coordinates of r, 
• w and h are the width and height of r and 
• Sf is the scaling factor (s/ = 
After the coordinate transformation, the area under the rotated feature is 
doubled. Thus the normalizing factor for all the features should be doubled. 
As a result, the Type -T ( r G A, B, C, D, E) edge-feature for clockwise-rotated 
and counter-clockwise rotated features are calculated by Equation 3.9 and 3.10 
respectively. 
，1� PixelSumP^(...) — PixelSurnP^{...)... 
Jr (工，u.v.w.h ) = ^ (0.9) 
^^ ^ ' ' ' J^  2 X cs X cs \ 
fcrwt ” � PixelSumP^^(...) — PixelSumP^^(...)... ,o m� 
fi'^'^ix.lu^v.w.h]) = 3.10) 
2x cs X cs 
where 
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Figure 3.4: Counter-clockwise Parameter Transform under RSAT. 
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• PixelSum^'^ix, [u,v,w,h]) = RSAT{(！‘^^)-RSAT(c^"^)-RSAT 
RSAT(aP^) and 
• PixelSurrf^^{x, [u,v,w,h]) = 
By replacing the feature extraction function ( / ) with the above clockwise-
rotated feature extraction function (/^p^), we can obtain the corresponding 
clockwise-rotated detection function (g^^) by Equation 3.11. 
严 ⑷ = 勢 • ) (3 11) 
1�strong 
= h E L • 認 ⑷ 2 飞 (3.12) 
I 0 otherwise 
� ， . . . . f 1 if pj X f ^ ^ i x . r t , ) < p i x ei � 
Pt J e … P t i (3.13) 
I 0 otherwise 
By a similar substitution, we get the counter-clockwise rotated face detec-
tion function (g^^^) by Equation 3.14. 
严 ⑷ = 仏 。 严 ⑷ > 0) (3.14) 
Nstrong 
= I ^ 过 1 顿 ( 3 15) 
0 otherwise 
\ 
. . . . � f 1 if pi X f^F^ix.rl) <pi X ei , � PT JEI … t " PT T (3.16) 
I 0 otherwise 
We can detect rotated faces, by evaluating the detector functions of differ-
ent directions (仏 g ^ ^ and g^^^) at the same time and take the highest score 
of them as the result of rotated face detection function (^gf�她)by Equation 
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3.17. 
广她⑷=max(办；UC浙⑷，fciy⑷） （3.17) 
3.1.2 Sample Transformation of Detector Parameters 
In order to illustrate the coordinates transformation process, the feature co-
ordinate parameters of the first strong classifier after clockwise and counter-
clockwise coordinate transformations are listed in Figure 3.6 and 3.7 respec-
tively. 
Figure 3.5 shows the whole set of parameters of the first strong classifier 
before transformation. The corresponding clockwise and counter-clockwise 
rotated features of the first strong classifier are exhibited in Figure 3.6 and 
3.7 respectively. The size of the rotated bounding image window is double of 
the original size. It increases from (r) 24 to (2 x r) 48 in both vertical and 
horizontal direction. 
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Stage 1: Ti=9 Y. =-5.0425 
1: 2: 3: 
fi [6, 4 ,12, 9,-11 [6,7,12,3,3】 fi [10,4,4,7,3] fi [3,9,10,9,-1] [3,12,10,3,3] 
p=-l, 9=0.0315 0=2.0875 p-+ l , 6=0.0124 0=1.3272 P=+l, 6=0.0219 0=1.0626 
i Jm i： " ^ ^ m 3 
9 » l» l» 19 > U I) 10 » 10 l» » « 
4： 5: 6: 
fc P ,18 , 9,6,-1】P, 20, 9 ,2 ,3] fi P,5,4,19,-1] 15,5,2,19,2] £ [6,5, 12,16,-1] [6,13,12,8,2] 
P-+1, 9=0.0575 0=1.1760 p-+l , 6=0.0150 0=1.2608 p=-l, 9=0.0994 0=0.5575 
U H H : 
» W 20 t ；0 IS ID "0 % 10 15 ” »» } 
8: 9: 
f：巨，8,12,6,-1】，[5,11,12,3,2] £ [11,14, 4,10,-1 ],ai, 19, 4, 5,2] f: tl, 0 ,7 , 6,-1] [4,3,7,3,2] 
P - + 1 , G=0.0274 a=0.4400 p-+l, 0=0.0189 0=0.4435 p-+l, 9=0.0059 0=08526 
_ _ _ i 
9 > l» 0 » 10 I t 20 0 i 19 I) 20 ai 
Figure 3.5: The parameters of the first strong classifier of Upright face detector. 
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Stage 1: Ti=9 Yi =-5.0425 
1: 2: 3: 
£ p, 4,12, 9,-1】[6,7,12,3,3] fi P,4,12,7,-1] [10,4,4,7,31 fi P, 9,18, 9,-1] [3,12,18,3,3] 
p = - l , 9=0.0315 0=2.0875 p = + l , 6=0.0124 a=1.3272 p = + l , 6=0.0219 a=1.0626 
_ _ _ 
• » IB » 2» JB 1» 0 > 10 It 20 n 10 » 0 » to O 20 M M » « « 
5: 6: 
fi P ,18 , 9, 6,-1] P ,20 , 9 ,2 ,3] fi P, 5, 4,19,-1] [5,5,2,19,2] fi [5,5, 12,16,-1] P,13,12, 8,2) 
P - + 1 , 6 = 0 . 0 5 7 5 0 = 1 . 1 7 6 0 9 = 0 . 0 1 5 0 a = 1 . 2 6 0 8 p = - 1 , 6 = 0 . 0 9 9 4 0 = 0 . 5 5 7 5 
顯 _ _ 
• > I I i0 M » 0 » 10 U J9 .、-,。......“ 0 s 10 20 Xi >0 »> 49 «» 
8: 9: 
e [5,8,12,6,-1], [5,11,12,3,2] fi [11,14, 4 , 1 0 , 4 ],[U, 19, 4, 5, 21 fi f4, 0,7, 6,-1] [4,3,7,3,2] 
P - + 1 , 6=0.0274 a=0.4400 p = + l , 9=0.0189 a=0.4435 p=+l, 6=0.0059 0^8526 
_ _ _ 
0 > i» to M » 0 > to I) ID M )0 n 9 a 10 1» <0 n >D »» 
Figure 3.6: The parameters of the first strong classifier of the Clockwise rotated 
detector. 
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Stage 1: T. =9 Y. =-5.0425 
1: 2: 3: 
f: [6,4,12,9,-1] [6,7,12,3,3] £ [6,4,12,7,-1] [10,4,4,7,3] fi P, 9,18, 9,-1] P, 12,18, 3, 3] 
P = l , 9=0.0315 0=2.0875 p = + l , 9=0.0124 a^l.3272 P = + l , 9=0.0219 (X=1.0626 
_ _ _ 
0 » 10 1> aa a> >0 n 4o 4» I II o » to ii >o as >o as 40 45 I II 0 s 10 is ao » » <0 o _ 
4： 5: 6: 
f: P, 18, 9, 6,-1] P,20, 9 ,2 ,3] fi P, 5,4,19, -1] [5,5,2,19,2] fi [6,5, 12,16,-1] [6,13,12,8,2] 
P=+l , 9=0.0575 0^1.1760 p=+l , 0=0.0150 0=1.2608 p=-l , 6=0.0994 cc=0.5S75 
i�h i / H k , i � r ~ ^ i i i r i i iik 為 國 _圓 
0 I 10 18 10 V) M 40 4i I II 0 % 10 H 20 M » » <0 4S I 0 > 10 «> u 22 22 i2 ii~ 
，: 8: 9: 
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9=0.0274 a=0.4400 9=0.0189 a^ .4435 p = + l , 6=0.0059 ot^8526 
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Figure 3.7: The parameters of the first strong classifier of the counter-clockwise 
rotated detector. 
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3.1.3 Post-processing of the detector responses 
The detected face regions between the upright face detector and the rotated 
face detectors may overlap each other. A voting mechanism is used to merge 
the result rectangles. 
Two different image windows A and B are considered overlapping only if 
one of thern is being fully covered within the other with {pc 二 20%) tolerance. 
Ill other words, A is wholly covered by B if all the inequalities in Equations 
3.18 to 3.21 are satisfied. 叫 : 
•‘ I 
sizca X r (1 + p c ) X sizcb x r , � i 
cya 2 — — ^ ^ V b - - (3.19) I 
I 
sizca xr (1 + p c ) X sizcb x r , � 
CXa + ——-——< cxu + (3.20) 
sizea xr (1 + p c ) x sizeu x r � 
cya + ——2——-cyb + 飞 (3.21) 
where 
• (CXa, cya) are the center coordinates of the image window A under image 
coordinate system, 
• sizea is the scaling factor of the image window A, 
• (cxb, cyb) are the center coordinates of the image window B under image 
coordinate system, 
• sizeu is the scaling factor of the image window B. 
The number of overlapping image window coordinates is counted for each 
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cluster. The average image window coordinates is taken to represent the whole 
group of overlapping image windows. 
An image window is discarded if the number of overlapping neighbors is 
fewer than a threshold. It effectively filters out isolated false alarms. 
As the classifier cascades are invoked independently, the upright face de-
tector may report an image window that overlaps with those reported by the 
clockwise or counter-clockwise detector. For such cases, the image window 
with the highest number of overlapping neighbors is chosen to represent the 
overlapping group. 
Figure 3.8 demonstrates the post-processing step. The upright face detector 
.i I Upright Dcicclar Result 
丨 丨 "P^^P^s j^^^^^^^Hj nNeighbor=3 
.i ！ 
Clockwisc I)el(xlor Result nNcighbor = 5 Filial RCSUlt 
I 
B S t l ^ mSM j 
nNcighbor = 15 
Counlcr-cltxkwisc Dclccior Result 國 
Figure 3.8: Illustration of the voting between the upright and rotated face 
detector results. 
reports 3 different face locations while the clockwise-rotated face detector also 
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reports 3 different face locations. After comparing the face locations, two of 
them overlap each other. The detected result from the upright face detector 
gives a higher number of overlapping neighbors and the other one is discarded. 
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3.2 Face Tracking Modeling 
A video sequence can be represented as a series of images over time. The face 
tracking problem can be treated as a frame-by-frame face detection problem. 
The Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector achieves near real-time 
performance when continuously applied on the video sequence. 
The rotated face detector introduced in Section 3.1 invokes 3 different cas-
cade classifiers for each image window coordinate. The cascade classifiers are 
the upright face detector {g), the clockwise-rotated face detector (g^^) and 
the counter-clockwise-rotated face detector {g^^^). As a result, at least three 
times of computation are required for each frame when compared to the Haar-
like feature cascade upright face detector . 
In order to save computation, an interleaved detection scheme is intro-
duced. One of the three cascade classifiers is invoked for key-frames. For the 
intermediate frames, CONDENSATION filter, which is described in Section 
2.4.2，is adopted to keep track of the detected faces. 
In the following subsections, the interleave face tracking procedure will be 
introduced in Subsection 3.2.1. The CONDENSATION modeling is presented 
in Subsection 3.2.2. 
3.2.1 Interleaved Detection 
Three times of computation, when compared to the application of the upright 
detector alone, is required for complete face detection by the rotated face 
detectors. In order to maintain reasonable frame rate, the upright detector 
and rotated detectors are applied in an interleaved manner. 
Figure 3.9 illustrates the program flow of the interleaved face tracker. 
Different face detectors are applied in a cyclic manner for the key frames. 
The key-frames are separated by Nkey frames between each other. The states 
of the detected faces in key-frames are maintained by the CONDENSATION 
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Grab a new frame. 
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Figure 3.9: Program flow o f t h e Interleave C O N D E N S A T I O N (IC) face tracker. 
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Parameter Description 
^sample Number of state samples. 
St State sample at time t. 
Pp(.) Prediction function. 
Pi(-) Likelihood function. 
Table 3.2: Parameters of CONDENSATION algorithm. 
filter between key-frames. The CONDENSATION filter, which is presented in 
Section 2.4.2，applies all the three different directional classifier cascades. As 
the user can control the number of state samples in the CONDENSATION � 
filter, the evaluation time of the CONDENSATION states is relatively small I. 
when compared to the complete evaluation of the classifier cascade. 
‘i 
Figure 3.10 demonstrates the interleaved detection process. The upright 
detector is first applied on frame 1. The detected results (purple color) are 
propagated by the CONDENSATION filter. For the intermediate frames, the 
rotated face detector is applied on the CONDENSATION samples coordinates 
(green color). As the number of samples is chosen by the user, the frame-rate of 
the video can be maintained by adjusting the number of condensation samples. 
The condensation samples are merged into condensation resulting rectangles | 
(blue color) by the post-processing step described in Subsection 3.1.3. At frame 
6, the clockwise-rotated detector is applied. The result from the clockwise- j 
rotated detector is jointed with the result from the CONDENSATION filter. ^ 
Then, the CONDENSATION filter maintains the joint result until the counter-
clockwise rotated detector is applied at Frame 11. At Frame 16, the upright 
detector detects upright faces again and the whole cycle is completed. 
3.2.2 CONDENSATION filter modeling 
In order to apply the condensation filter, we have to model the following pa-
rameters listed in Table 3.2. 
The number of state samples {Nsample) is a user-controlled parameter. A 
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Key Frame Intermediate Frames 
Upright Detect —> Condensation —»• Condensation —»• Condensation —»• Condensation 
Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame—5 mmmmm 
I 
Clockwise Detect —^ Condensation Condensation —Condensat ion —> Condensation 
Frame 6 Frame 7 Frame 8 Frame 9 Frame 10 
4： ； 
Counier-Ciockwisc Dciccw Condensation—> Condensation —• Condensation _ ^ Condensation 
Frame 11 Frame 12 Frame 13 Frame 14 Frame 15 … 
Upright Detect ^ 
广 二 1 - I Legend 
" P j r M ^ ^ ^ c ^ i ^ ! K o l a t e O e i e c t o r R e s u l t 
‘ I C o n d e n s a t i o n S l a t e s 
、 • ^ i C o n d c n s a i i o n R e s u l t 
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Figure 3.10: Demonstration of the interleaved face tracker. 
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large number of state samples will slow down the tracker because more image 
windows evaluations are required. On the other hand, a small number of state 
samples will handicap the tracker. It is because the tracker will not have 
enough samples to effectively track the face position when the face moves. 
Different configurations of state samples number {Nsample) are tested in the 
experiments presented in Chapter 4. 
The state variable is modeled as St = (cx, cy, size) where cx and cy are the 
coordinates of the face center, and size is the size of the face rectangle. The 
coordinates variable cx and cy are expressed in pixels. The size variable is 
represented as the scale from the standard image window resolution (r = 24). 
The prediction function ( P p ( - ) ) is modeled as a uniform distribution around 
the previous state sample. In other words, the state variable in time t + 1 (st+i) 
is modeled as the time t state (st) with a random noise (a). 
cxt+i = cxt + e^  (3.22) 
cyt+i = cyt + y^ (3.23) 
sizet+i = sizet + e^  (3.24) 
where 
• Cx and Ey are independent variables distributed under uniform distribu-
tion (Cx � / 7 [ — C T p � C T p ] ) , 
• ap is the CONDENSATION samples position distribution limit, 
• Es is an independent variable distributed under uniform distribution (cs � 
U[-cTs,crs]), and 
• as is the distribution limit of the CONDENSATION sample scaling factor 
component. 
The likelihood of a condensation state {pi{st)) is measured by the rotated 
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face detector (广她)，which is defined in Equation 3.17. The rotated face 
detector will output a real number ranging from 0 to 1 indicating the likelihood 
of face in that position. The likelihood is the evaluation result of the detector 
function (grotate(工))presented in Equation 3.25. 
Piist) = ffro她(c工t - cy, - size, x r) (3.25) 
where St = {cxt, cyt, sizet) and g^ the rotated detector function. 
Chapter 4 
Experiments 
4.1 Experiments on Rotated Face Detector 
111 order to test the ability of the rotated face detector, three different experi-
ments were designed and tested. 
The Rotated Image Face Detector introduced in Subsection 4.1.1, is an 
alternative method for rotated face detection. 
In Subsection 4.1.2, we manually rotated an image with 5 degrees increment 
between two neighboring images. The image was rotated up to 70 degrees 
clockwise or counter-clockwise. There were a total of 28 rotated images in this 
experiment. Then, the upright face detector (以(.))，the rotated face detector 
(grofate(.))and the rotated image face detector were applied on the 
whole set of images. These will illustrate the ability in detecting rotated face 
images. 
In Subsection 4.1.3, twenty real-life images, which contain both upright 
and rotated faces, were evaluated. The upright face detector detected about 
44% of the 43 human faces in the images. The rotated face detector detected 
81% of the human faces in the experiment. 
Finally, we applied the detectors fe(-), on the CMU 
rotated face database introduced in [Rowley et al” 1998a]. The performance 
of the Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector , the rotated detector 
57 
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and the rotated image detector were illustrated in Subsection 4.1.4. 
4.1.1 Rotated Image Face Detector 
The Rotated Face Detector (RFD) presented in Section 3.1 relied on RSAT 
structure for rotated face detection. In the following paragraphs, we will 
present the Rotated Image Face Detector (RIFD) as an alternative to the 
RFD method for rotated face detection. 
The Rotated Image Face Detector detects rotated faces by the following 
steps. First, It rotated the input image into clockwise-rotated and counter 丨 
clockwise-rotated images. Then, we applied the upright face detection (g(.)) ‘ 
1 
• separately on the images. Finally, we combine the detected result and eliminate 
overlapping regions. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the process. Mathematically, we 
define the Rotated Image Face Detector (分如a5e(.)) Equation 4.1: 
g—V) =DETECT^FACE{I) 
U DETECT.FACE{ROTATE[1,45)) j 
U DETECT.FACE(ROTATE{I, - 4 5 ) ) (4.1) j 
where DETECT-FACE� is the face detection procedure introduced in Al-
gorithm 1. ROT AT E (I, angle) means to rotate the image with angle degrees 
in counter-clockwise direction. U represents the joint operation of the result 
sets. 
4.1.2 Face Image Rotation Test 
In the following experiment, we tried to detect the "Lena" image, shown in 
Figure 4.2, with different in-plane rotated angles. 
Figure 4.3 lists the detector results when we applied the Haar-like feature 
cascade upright face detector on the clockwise-rotated image. The detector 
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Input Image 
Counter clockwise-rotated y * ® ® ^ JiJ^Hy^ Clockwise-rotated 
(45 degrees) ^ ^ (45 degrees) 
^ 1 ^ 
Upright detector g(x) Upright detector g(x) Upright detector g(x) 
Combined 
Result 
Figure 4.1: Example of Rotated Image Face Detection. 
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_ 
Figure 4.2: Lena Image with face location detected by Haar-like feature cascade 
upright face detector . 
exhibited 20 degrees of in-plane rotation tolerance for clockwise-rotated im-
ages. For the counter-clockwise test result shown in Figure 4.4, the upright 
face detector could only detect up to 15 degrees rotated face. 
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l O 應 獻 
m _ _ 
(a) 5 degree. (b) 10 degree. (c) 15 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(d) 20 degree. (e) 25 degree. (f) 30 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(g) 35 degree. (h) 40 degree. (i) 45 degree. • _ • 
(j) 50 degree. (k) 55 degree. (1) 60 degree. 
_ _ 
(m) 65 degree. (n) 70 degree. 
Figure 4.3: All the detection result from Haar-like feature cascade upright face 
detector for counter-clockwise rotated Lena image. 
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(a) 5 degree. (b) 10 degree. (c) 15 degree. 
_ _ 翁 
(d) 20 degree. (e) 25 degree. (f) 30 degree. 
m m m 
(g) 35 degree. (h) 40 degree. (i) 45 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(j) 50 degree. (k) 55 degree. (1) 60 degree. 
^ ^ 纖 
(in) 65 degree. (n) 70 degree. 
Figure 4.4: All the detection result from Haar-like feature cascade upright face 
detector for clockwise rotated Lena image. 
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The proposed rotated face detector � p r e s e n t e d in Section 3.1, ex-
hibited good performance in the Face Image Rotation Test. Figure 4.5 presents 
the result when applying the rotated face detector on the whole set of counter-
clockwise rotated face images. The detector missed the 25 degrees and 70 
degrees counter-clockwise rotated images. This was due to the limitation of 
the upright detector. As the upright face detector allows 15 to 20 degrees of 
in-plane rotation tolerance, the 45 degrees counter-clockwise rotated face de-
tector was expected to demonstrate a similar in-plane rotation tolerance. The 
rotated face detector is expected to detect rotated faces from 45 — 20 = 25 de-
grees to 45 + 20 = 65 degrees in-plane rotation. A similar result is obtained for 
the clockwise-rotated images. The detector missed the 20 degrees, 65 degrees 
and 70 degrees rotated images. It was because the in-plance rotation tolerance 
of upright detector was about 15 to 20 degrees. The 20 degrees rotated image 
was marginally missed by the upright detector as well as the clockwise-rotated 
detector. 
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l l ^ v f 
_ _ . 
(a) 5 degree. (b) 10 degree. (c) 15 degree. 
_ _ • I 
(d) 20 degree. (e) 25 degree. (f) 30 degree. ！ • _ • 
(g) 35 degree. (h) 40 degree. (i) 45 degree. • _ _ 
(j) 50 degree. (k) 55 degree. (1) 60 degree. 
_.COM> tow ocwn 翁 龜 
(m) 65 degree. (n) 70 degree. 
Figure 4.5: All the detection result from Rotated detector for counter-clockwise 
rotated Lena image. 
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(a) 5 degree. (b) 10 degree. (c) 15 degree. 
_ _ _ I 
(d) 20 degree. (e) 25 degree. (f) 30 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(g) 35 degree. (h) 40 degree. (i) 45 degree. 
攀 • 禱 
(j) 50 degree. (k) 55 degree. (1) 60 degree. 
iM.ewn 
(m) 65 degree. (n) 70 degree. 
Figure 4.6: All the detection result from Rotated Detector for clockwise rotated 
Lena image. 
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We tested the Rotated Image Face Detector (产叩己）肌(1 compared the 
performance with those obtained from the Rotated Face Detector (^ rotate) 
Figure 4.7 illustrates the result of the rotated image detector on counter-
clockwise rotated images. The detector result was identical to those obtained 
from the rotated face detector. Only the faces in Figure 4.7 (e) and (n) were 
missed. By comparing Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.5, there were 3 false alarms 
shown in Figure 4.5. It is because the image window coordinates sampled by 
rotated f£u:e detector is different from those of the rotated image detector. 
For the clockwise rotated images, the result illustrated in Figure 4.8 matches 
with those shown in Figure 4.6. 
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(a) 5 degree. (b) 10 degree. (c) 15 degree. 
m m m , 
(d) 20 degree. (e) 25 degree. (f) 30 degree. 
(g) 35 degree. (h) 40 degree. (i) 45 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(j) 50 degree. (k) 55 degree. (1) 60 degree. 
(m) 65 degree. (n) 70 degree. 
Figure 4.7: All the detection result from Rotated Image Detector for counter-
clockwise rotated Lena image. 
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(a) 5 degree. (b) 10 degree. (c) 15 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(d) 20 degree. (e) 25 degree. (f) 30 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(g) 35 degree. (h) 40 degree. (i) 45 degree. 
_ _ _ 
(j) 50 degree. (k) 55 degree. (1) 60 degree. 
_ _ 
(m) 65 degree. (n) 70 degree. 
Figure 4.8: All the detection result from Rotated Image Detector for clockwise 
rotated Lena image. 
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To summarize, we have demonstrated the ability of the rotated detector 
function (以rotate) in a controlled environment. The performance of the Haar-like 
feature cascade upright face detector and our proposed method is summarized 
in Table 4.1. It is clear that both the rotated detector method and rotated 
image detector method could detect rotated faces where the original method 
([Viola and Jones, 2004]) missed. 
The average detection time increased for about 4 to 5 times of the original 
method. The increased detection time includes the extra cost in evaluating 
two more detector functions {g^^ and g^^^) and overhead cost to set up 
the detection parameters for each image. Table 4.1 also illustrates that the 
speed of the Rotated Detector (y�切te) was faster than the Rotated Image 
Detector This time difference implied that the image rotation process 
with interpolation was slower than the feature transformation and RSAT table 
setup. 
Method Number Percentage Average 
of Hit of Hit Detection Time 
Upright Detector {g) 7 ^ 1.63 sec 
([Viola and Jones, 2004]) 
Rotated Detector ^ 7.43 sec 
(Our proposed method) 
Rotated Image Detector ( g — ” ^ 8.10 sec 
(Our alternative method) 
Table 4.1: Result of the Face Image Rotation Test. 
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4.1.3 Real-life Image Experiment 
In the following experiment, twenty real-life images were detected by the up-
right face detector, the rotated face detector and the rotated image face detec-
tor. Table 4.2 lists the number of hits, false alarms and the average detection 
time in the experiment. Figure 4.9 to 4.11 shows the complete result. 
Detection Hit Percentage False Alarm Average 
method of Hit Detection 
Time 
(sec) 
Upright face detector l9 44% 1 O S 
([Viola and Jones, 2004]) 
Rotated face detector ^ 8 l% 2 ^ 
(Our proposed method) 
Rotated image face detector 36 83% 2 6.58 
(Our alternative method) 
Table 4.2: Summary of the real-life image experiment. 
The upright detector detected 19 out of the 43 faces and gave 1 false alarm. 
As the rotated face detector (RFD) and the rotated image face detector (RIFD) 
employed the upright detector as one of the components in them, both the RFD 
and RIFD gave a hit larger than 19. Therefore, the number of rotated face 
detected by RFD is 35 - 19 = 16 and RIFD detected 17 rotated faces. 
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Figure 4.9: Real-life Image Test Result for Upright face detector. 
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Figure 4.10: Real-life Image Test Result for Rotated face detector. 
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Figure 4.11: Real-life Image Test Result for Rotated Image face detector. 
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4.1.4 CMU Rotated Face Image Test 
The CMU rotated face image set is an image database consists of 50 images 
containing 223 faces. It is presented in [Rowley et al., 1998a]. The face images 
exhibit a wide range of rotation angles. Three different face detectors were 
applied on the image database. They are the upright face detector, the rotated 
face detector and the rotated image face detector. 
Figure 4.12 and 4.13 list the result of upright face detector when applied on 
the CMU rotated face image set. Twenty-two image windows were reported 
by the upright face detector. Within these image windows, there were 18 hits 
and 4 false alarms. 
When applying the rotated face detectors on the CMU rotated face images, 
there were 52 image window coordinates being classified as human faces. These 
image windows included 27 hits and 25 false alarms. The reported image 
windows are shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.15 
To verify the face detection capability of the rotated face detector, the 
rotated image face detector was also applied to the CMU rotated face image 
database. Figure 4.16 and 4.17 list the results when rotated image face detector 
was applied. There were 46 image windows returned. Out of these 46 image 
windows, there were 26 hits and 20 false alarms. 
Table 4.3 summarizes the experimental result obtained in the CMU rotated 
face image database experiment. There were 18 faces reported by the upright 
face detector. In other words, the rotated face detector detected (27 — 18) 9 
additional faces when compared with the upright face detector. The rotated 
image face detector gave a similar result as the rotated face detector. 
The relative low detection rate in this experiment may be due to the large 
number of small human faces in the image database. For example, one of the 
images in the database consists of 135 human faces of about 36 pixels width. 
The experimental result from this image demonstrated a critical weakness of 
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Figure 4.12: CMU Rotated Face Detection Test for Upright Detector (Part 1). 
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Figure 4.13: CMU Rotated Face Detection Test for Upright Detector (Part 2) 
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Figure 4.14: CMU Rotated Face Detection Test for Rotated Face Detector 
(Part 1). 
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Figure 4.15: CMU Rotated Face Detection Test for Rotated Face Detector 
(Part 2). 





Figure 4.16: CMU Rotated Face Detection Test for Rotated Image Face De-
tector (Part 1). 
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Figure 4.17: CMU Rotated Face Detection Test for Rotated Image Face De-
tector (Part 2). 
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the rotated face detector. As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2, the bounding 
box of detector feature is at least (2 x r) 48 pixels width and 48 pixels height 
after the detector feature coordinates rotation. As a result, the detector was 
not capable in detecting small human faces. The hit-rate and false alarms 
reported in Table 4.3 suggested that our proposed method did not perform 
well when compared with those in [Jones and Viola, 2003]. However, our 
proposed method directly employed the parameters estimated from the upright 
face detector. The performance of our proposed method could improve further 
by re-estimate the detection parameters with more rotated face images. 
On a 320 x 240 pixel image, the two stage rotated face detector reported 
in [Jones and Viola, 2003] takes about 0.14 seconds on a 2.8GHz Pentium 4. 
The speed performance of [Rowley et al.�1998b] is not found. The Average 
detection time presented in Table 4.3 is taken from the experiments result 
on a 1.4GHz Pentium 4. The speed of our proposed method requires further 
improvement to catch up with those in [Jones and Viola, 2003]. 
Detection method Hit Percentage False Average 
Hit Alarm Detection 
Time 
Upright face detector 18 Wo 4 1.65 sec 
([Viola and Jones, 2004]) 
Rotated face detector f f iWo ^ 10.22 sec 
(proposed method) 
Rotated image face d e t e c t o r W iWo ^ 10.57 sec 
(alternative method) 
[Rowley et al, 1998bJ N . f 89.2% 221 N.A. 
~~[Jones and Viola, 2003J N.A. 89.7% 221 N.A. 
Table 4.3: Summary of the CMU rotated face image database experiment. 
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4.2 Experiments on Interleaved Face Tracker 
In the following Subsections, we will present the experimental results obtained 
when testing the Interleaved Condensation (IC) Face Tracker. The results 
were compared with those received from the Continuous Detection (CD) Face 
Tracker and the Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector [Viola and 
Jones, 2004]. The CD tracker employed the rotated face detector to find the 
face positions in each frame. The result from the CD tracker was more reliable 
than the IC tracker because the CD tracker evaluated all the image windows 
coordinates of a frame. However, the CD tracker was much more slower when 
compared with the IC tracker. For the Haar-like feature cascade upright face 
detector，it was reported to detect upright faces only. 
The experiment settings are listed in Subsection 4.2.1. Three different 
experiments were designed and tested. Subsection 4.2.2 presents the exper-
imental results of CD and IC tracker when applied on a video sequence of 
moving face location. The scale of a face could change dramatically in a video 
sequence. The effect of scaling is examined in Subsection 4.2.3. Subsection 
4.2.4 presents the experimental result obtained in video sequence where the 
human face was rotated to different angles. 
4.2.1 Experiment Parameter Settings 
Different parameter settings were used to test the capability of the Interleaved 
Condensation (IC) Face Tracker. Table 4.4 summarizes the different parameter 
configurations employed in these video sequences. The experiment ID describes 
the difference between the configuration and the Baseline configuration. The 
characteristics of the experiment settings were specified as follows. 
[Viola and Jones, 2004] is the face detector proposed in [Viola and Jones, 
2004]. It is expected to detect upright faces only. 
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Experiment Key-frame No. of Position Scale 
ID distance state samples variation variation 
i^key) �Nsample) � � 
(pixels) 
[Viola and Jones, 2004] method 
[Viola and Jones, 2004J | N.A. | N.A. | N.A. | N.A. 
Our proposed method 
CD I 0 I N.A. N.A. N.A. 
Bageliiie 10 — l o m ^ 1 
Key-01 1 — 1000 50 1 
Key-30 30 1000 50 1 _ 
Key-50 50 1000 50 1 
Sample-100 10 100 50 1 
Saiiiple-500 10 500 50 1 
Position-10 10 1000 10 1 
Position-100 10 1000 100 1 
Scale-01 10 1000 50 0.1 
Scale-30 10 1000 50 3 
Table 4.4: Experiment Settings of the Face Tracker experiments. 
C D represents the Continuous Detection Face Tracker. The result obtained 
from the CD configuration is the best possible result of the tracker be-
cause it evaluates every image window position for each frame of the 
video sequence. 
Baseline is the basic configuration of all IC trackers used in all of the following 
experiments. 
Key-01 detects every frame using interleaved detection. Even both Key-01 
and CD employs a face detection procedure for every frame, the detection 
method between them are different. It is because CD employs all the 
directional face detection cascades while Key-01 invokes only one of the 
directional face detection cascades for every frame. 
Key-30 invokes a directional face detector in every 30 frames. Key-30 aims 
at prolong the tracking period of the CONDENSATION tracker. The 
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CONDENSATION tracker is expected to track the human faces for a 
longer period (30-frames) before the next detection results of the key-
frames arrive. 
K e y - 5 0 detects faces in every 50 frames. 
Sample-100 is a coarse sampling version of Baseline. A CONDENSATION 
tracker with fewer number of state samples (Nsample) runs faster as the 
number of face detections depends on the number of samples. 
Sample-500 is another coarse sampling version of Baseline. 
Position-10 is a localized version of Baseline. As the position variation limits 
the range of predicted samples, a small position variation will give a dense 
sampling near the previous detections. 
Position-100 is a distributed version of Baseline. A larger position variation 
parameter results in a coarse sampling around the previous detections. 
Scale-01 reduces the scale variation parameter {as) of Baseline to 0.1. In 
other words, the scale of the predicted samples is limited to a similar 
scale of the previous detected result. 
Scale-30 increases the scale variation parameter ((jg) of Baseline to 3.0. In 
other words, the scale of the predicted samples can change quickly be-
tween frames. 
4.2.2 Moving Face Video Experiment 
A video sequence of moving human face ws tracked by different settings of the 
Interleaved Condensation (IC) trackers. Performance of these IC trackers were 
compared with the Continuous Detection Face Tracker (CD) and the Haar-like 
feature cascade upright face detector [Viola and Jones, 2004]. Several example 
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key-frames of the video sequence are plotted in Figure 4.18. The video sequence 
consists of 396 frames and a total of 347 labeled human face positions. 
Frame 1 Frame 21 Frame 41 Frame 61 Frame 81 mmwmm 
Frame 101 Frame 121 Frame 141 Frame 161 Frame 181 
Frame 201 Frame 221 Frame 241 Frame 261 Frame 281 國國圓國園 
Frame 301 Frame 321 Frame 341 Frame 361 Frame 381 園國國謹國 
Figure 4.18: Sample Key frames of Moving Face Video Experiment. 
Table 4.5 illustrates the time spent on Moving Face Video Experiment. The 
table lists the average time on key-frame detection (t^), the average time on 
intermediate frame tracking {tc) and the average time for processing each frame 
(tt). The processing time for a frame includes the tracking time, detection time 
and computation of post-processing procedure. 
The detection power of a face tracker was measured by the number of hits 
and false alarms [Duda et ai, 2000]. Table 4.6 enumerates the number of hits, 
percentage hit and false alarms under different parameter settings. 
Figure 4.19 plots the average tracking time of each frame against the Hit-
rate. 
The Baseline configuration hit 90% of faces in the video sequence. The CD 
gave the highest hit-rate among all the other settings, but the average tracking 
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Experiment Key-frame (Detect) Condensation Tracker 
ID Average Number Average Number Average 
Time of Time of Time 
per frame Frame per frame Frame per frame 
(msec) (msec) 
td rid ^ 'ric U 
[Viola and Jones, 20047 343 — ^ K A . K A . MS 
CD 673 396 N.A. N.A. 673 
Sarnple-lOO “ 228 40 ^ 356 52 
Sample-500 — 227 — 40 ^ ^ ^ 
Position-lOO “ 231 40 40 356 — 69 
Position-10 — 239 ~ 40 % ^ m 
Scale-01 231 40 ^ 356 ^ 
Baseline “ 232 “ 40 ^ 356 — 80 
Scale-30 — 232 — 40 44 356 一 74 
Key-01 — 227 396 0 — 0 ^ 
Key-30 230 — 14 48 382 “ 62 
Key-50 235 | 8 | 48 | 388 58 
Table 4.5: Speed performance of Moving Face Video Experiment. 
Experiment ID Hit Percentage Hit False-alarm 
Hit (Track only) 
[Viola and Jones, 2004] 266 “ 77 % 0 — 4 ~ ~ 
CD ^ 99 % ~ 0 24 
Baseline —— 316 91 % — 315 _ 10 
Sample-IOQ — 78 22 % 66 ~ 9 
Sample-500 m 83 % 283 19 
Position-lOO 一 135 39 % 127 “ 8 
Position-lO 202 58 % 194 16 
Scale-01 — 334 96 % 333 12 
Scale-30 289 ~ ~ 8 3 % 287 _ 16 
Key-01 — 332 96 % 322 一 32 
Key-30 85 % 294 _ 10 
Key-50 305 88 % 306 7 
Table 4.6: Detection performance of Moving Face Video Experiment. 
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Figure 4.19: Hit-rate vs Time plot for Moving Face Video Experiment 
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time was also the highest. The [Viola and Jones, 2004] method achieved a lower 
hit-rate than both CD and Baseline configurations. This reflected that [Viola 
and Jones, 2004] method can only detect upright faces. 
The other IC tracker settings reported similar results to the Baseline con-
figuration. However, there were several exceptional cases. 
• The Position-10 configuration was a special case. The tracking time 
of Position-10 was higher than the other IC tracker settings. Possible 
explanations of this phenomenon were: 
1. The CONDENSATION samples remained in a localized region of 
the previous detections. The results of the detector function g—te 
were near to 1; More 'face-like’ CONDENSATION samples were 
evaluated and the evaluation time increased. 
2. Fewer CONDENSATION samples fell in the out-of-range positions. 
The out-of-range positions were those image window positions not 
fully covered by the video frame. As out-of-range positions were 
not evaluated, other settings gave a faster detection response. 
Oil the other hand, the Hit-rate dropped significantly as the CONDEN-
SATION samples were concentrated in a region. It was because the face 
moved in all directions within the video. 
• The Position-100 configuration reported a consistent result to Position-
10. The detection time was faster than other IC settings as more samples 
fell in the out-of-range region. The Hit-rate of Position-100 was even 
lower than the Position-10 setting. The hit-rate suggested that a far 
distance sampling is not an appropriate setting for moving faces. 
• The Sample-100 gave both lowest tracking time as well as hit-rate. As 
the number of CONDENSATION samples fell short to effectively repre-
sent the face dynamics, it lost the face target easily. 
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• The Key-01 reported a relatively high hit-rate (96%), which was compa-
rable to the hit-rate obtained by CD configuration. The Key-01 demon-
strated the effectiveness of the Interleave Design. As the Key-01 em-
ployed one of the directional detector functions for each frame, it rarely 
lost the tracking target. On the other hand, the interleave design drove 
down the tracking time significantly. 
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4.2.3 Scale Varying Face Video Experiment 
A video sequence of scaling and moving human face was tracked by different 
settings of the CD and IC trackers. Several example key-frames of the video 
sequence were plotted in Figure 4.20. The video sequence consists of 384 frames 
and a total of 340 labeled human face positions. In the 340 labeled human face 
positions, there were 275 upright faces with 35 clockwise-rotated faces and 30 
counter-clockwise-rotated faces. 
Frame 1 Frame 21 Frame 41 Frame 61 Frame 81 
Frame 101 Frame 121 Frame 141 Frame 161 Frame 181 mmmmm. 
Frame 201 Frame 221 Frame 241 Frame 261 Frame 281 醒 • 國 _ _ 
Frame 301 Frame 321 Frame 341 Frame 361 Frame 381 
E ra 11H if 
Figure 4.20: Sample Key frames of Scale Varying Face Video Experiment. 
Table 4.7 illustrates the time spent on Scale Varying Face Video Exper-
iment. Table 4.8 presents the detection performance of Scale Varying Face 
Video Experiment. Figure 4.21 shows the Hit-rate versus tracking-time plot 
of the experierrient. 
The performance plot shown in Figure 4.21 is similar to those shown in 
Figure 4.19. However, there were several key differences between Figure 4.21 
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Experiment Key-frame (Detect) Condensation Tracker 
ID Average Number Average Number Average 
Time of Time of Time 
per frame Frame per frame Frame per frame 
(msec) (msec) (msec) 
td nd tc r^ tj 
[Viola and Jones, 2004] 326 384 N.A. — N.A. 326 
CD 648 3 8 4 ~ 0 — 0 648 
Baseline 219 39 56 345 一 84 
— Saiiiple-IOQ — 2 1 8 3 9 ~ ~ 27 — 345 49 
— Saiiiple-50a 220 — 39 37 345 — 62 — 
— Positioii-100 215 39 38 345 — 65 
~ Position-10 219 — 39 119 3 4 5 — 144 
~ Scale-Ql 一218 39 57 345 86 
Scale-30 218 ~ ~ ~ ^ 4 8 345 75 
一 Key-01 221 384 0 0 — 2 9 1 
— Key-30 222 1 3 ~ ~ 53 371 67 
— Key-50 | 222 | 8 | 52 | 376 63 
Table 4.7: Speed performance of Scale Varying Face Video Experiment. 
Experiment ID Hit Percentage Hit False-alarm 
Hit (Track only) 
[Viola and Jones, 2004] 266 78 % 0 1 
- CD " W 91 % 0 一 28 
- Baseline " W 73 % 243 — 9 
- Sample-100 T T T 33 % 103 20 ‘ 
- Sample-500 " W 66 % 221 9 
Position-IQO 168 49 % 160 7 
_ Position-10 " W 73 % 242 12 
Scale-Ql " W 66 % 218 35 
- Scale-30 " W 66 % 221 5 
“ Key-01 " W " 82 % 240 ~ 69 " 
- Key-30 66 % 225 3 
“ Key-50 220 65 % 218 5 
Table 4.8: Detection performance of Scale Varying Face Video Experiment. 
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Figure 4.21: Hit-rate vs Time plot for Scale Varying Face Video Experiment. 
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and 4.19. 
1. The hit-rate of all configurations were dropped about 10%. An inves-
tigation of the missed frame confirmed that there were several human 
labeled faces cannot be detected. Those faces were too large for an in-
range image window to represent. As out-of-range windows were not 
evaluated, these faces cannot be detected by any of the detectors. 
2. The Position-10 configuration gave a comparable hit-rate to the Baseline 
configuration. Unlike previous experiment, the face locations do not 
change much in the video sequence. Thus a localized CONDENSATION 
sample set could represent the face dynamic effectively. 
When certain configuration reported poor performance, this only re-
flected that the prediction model did not fit to the characteristic of the 
video sequence. 
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4.2.4 Rotating Face Video Experiment 
A video sequence of rotating and moving human face was tracked by different 
settings of the CD and IC trackers. Several example key-frames of the video 
sequence were plotted in Figure 4.22. The video sequence consists of 448 
frames and a total of 448 labeled human face positions. In the labeled face 
positions, there were 248 upright faces, 107 clockwise-rotated faces and 93 
counter-clockwise rotated faces. 
Frame 1 Frame 21 Frame 41 Frame 61 Frame 81 
圓 國 _ 醒 謹 
Frame 101 Frame 121 Frame 141 Frame 161 Frame 181 
_ _ _ _ _ 
IHL..:.——itijaasJ y p L … 一 舞 jWy . AJBrn PIL.... if 卿 輝.-^―.i•禽 
Frame 201 Frame 221 Frame 241 Frame 261 Frame 281 
國 H 
Frame 301 Frame 321 Frame 341 Frame 361 Frame 381 
Frame 401 Frame 421 Frame 441 mmm 
Figure 4.22: Sample Key frames of Rotating Face Video Experiment. 
Table 4.9 illustrates the time spent on Rotating Face Video Experiment. 
Table 4.10 demonstrates the detection performance of Rotating Face Video 
Experiment. 
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Experiment Key-frame (Detect) Condensation Tracker 
ID Average Number Average Number Average 
Time of Time of Time 
per frame Frame per frame Frame per frame 
(msec) (msec) 
U ^d U ^ it 
[Viola and Jones, 2004] 348 448 — 0 0 348~~~ 
- CD — 683 — 4 4 8 0 0 683 
Baseline 226 45 ~ ~ 58 403 87 
. Sample-100 219 45 ^ 403 52 . 
Sample-500 224 45 ~ ~ 38 403 64 
Position-IQO . 223 45 45 403 72 
Position-10 223 45 141 ~ 4 0 3 1 6 8 ~ ~ 
Scale-01 223 45 65 403 93 
Scale-30 226 “ 45 51 ~ 4 0 3 78 
Key-Ql 223 — 4 4 8 0 0 297 “ 
Key-30 一 242 15 61 433 75 
Key-5Q | 227 | 9 | 56 | 439 68 
Table 4.9: Speed performance of Rotating Face Video Experiment. 
Experiment ID Hit Percentage Hit False-alarm 
Hit (Track only) 
[Viola and Jones, SOOlf 255 ~ ~ 5 7 % 0 — 1 
Baaeline 400 89 % 401 7 
CD “ 441 98 % Q 14 
Saniple-IQQ “ 69 1 5 % 58 8 
Sample-500 71% 317 12 
Position-lOO — 165 37 % 158 13 
Position-IQ " ^ 4 7 " 77 % 343 6 
Scale-01 93 % 416 24 
Scale-30 “ 337 75 % 335 9 
Key-01 “ 432 96 % 418 28 
Key-30 W 85 % 378 一 3 一 
Key-50 386 | 86 % 385 5 
Table 4.10: Detection performance of Rotating Face Video Experiment. 
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Figure 4.23: Hit-rate vs Time plot for Rotating Face Video Experiment. 
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Figure 4.23 demonstrates that the [Viola and Jones, 2004] method could 
not detect rotated faces. As there were only 248 upright faces out of 448 
labeled faces, the [Viola and Jones, 2004] detector could only detect 255 faces. 
This shown that the in-plane rotation tolerance of [Viola and Jones, 2004] was 
limited. 
To suniinarise, we designed and tested different configurations of the In-
terleaved CONDENSATION (IC) tracker. We have compared the tracking 
performance of different IC trackers with those obtained from Continuous De-
tection (CD) tracker and the Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector 
presented in [Viola and Jones, 2004]. These experiments illustrated the fol-
lowing characteristics of the trackers. 
1. The [Viola and Jones, 2004] tracker could only track upright faces. 
2. The Continuous Detection (CD) face tracker gave high hit-rate and slow 
tracking time. 
3. Key-01 configuration of IC trackers maintained high hit-rate and drove 
the tracking time significantly. 
4. For the other IC tracker settings, the performance of the tracker varied 
significantly when applied on different video sequences. There was no 
universal configuration which guaranteed good performance. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Discussion 
The aim of this research is to build a fast and effective multi-view face detection 
and tracking system. I have presented a rotated face detection method and a 
face tracking method. Both methods were tested under different conditions in 
Chapter 4. 
Our contributions are summarized below. 
1. We have extended the upright face detector for rotated face detection. 
The rotated face detection method employed a data structure called "Ro-
tated Summed Area Table" (RSAT). By transforming the upright face 
detection parameters, we obtained feature coordinates under RSAT rep-
resentation for clockwise and counter clockwise rotated face detections. 
As a result, three classifier cascades, which includes the upright cascade 
(jf), the clockwise rotated cascade {g^^) and the counter clockwise ro-
tated cascade {g^^^) were invoked to detect all possible rotated faces in 
an image. 
2. We proposed the Interleaved CONDENSATION tracker for fast face track-
ing. A frame-by-frame face detection using the rotated face detector 
could significantly slow-down the face tracking process. To speed up the 
process, an interleaved detection procedure is introduced. Only one of 
the three classifier-cascades was invoked in the key frames. To maintain 
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the detected image window locations between key-frames, the CONDEN-
SATION filter was employed. 
The experiments in Chapter 4 demonstrated the capability of the proposed 
detection method and tracking method. 
The rotated face detector was compared with rotated image face detector 
in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the Interleaved Condensation (IC) Face Tracker 
was compared with the Continuous Detection (CD) Face Tracker and the [Viola 
and Jones, 2004] upright face detector. 
The reported performance in those experiments demonstrated the following 
points: 
1. RSAT as an efficient image representation for rotated face detection. 
Both Rotated Face Detector and Rotated Image Face Detector illustrated 
the capability in detecting in-plane rotated human faces. However, the 
rotated face detector does not require pixel interpolation, which is re-
quired for the rotated image face detector. The speed of the Rotated 
Face Detector is always faster than the Rotated Image Face Detector. 
2. Limitation of the rotated face detector. Experiments shown in Subsection 
4.1.2 demonstrated the capability of the rotated face detector in detecting 
rotated face images under 5 to 70 degrees of in-plane rotations. However, 
there is an angle range (20-30 degrees) being missed by both the upright 
and rotated classifier-cascades. 
3. Applicability of the rotated face detector to real-life image. The experi-
ments in Subsection 4.1.3 illustrated the detection power of the rotated 
face detector when applied to real-life face images. The rotated face 
detector detects about 80% of the faces in the set of real-life face images. 
4. Face size limitation of the rotated face detector. In Subsection 4.1.4, the 
rotated face detector is applied on a publicly available rotated face image 
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database. The detector finds out only 12% (27/223) of the faces in the 
image database. This experiment demonstrated the incompetence of the 
detector in detecting small size face images. 
5. Trade-off between reliability and detection speed. The reported perfor-
mance of the Interleaved Condensation (IC) and the Continuous Detec-
tion (CD) trackers in Section 4.2 demonstrate the trade-off between speed 
and reliability of the tracker. As the number of state samples decreases, 
the tracker would run faster in the expense of higher probability of 'lost' 
track. 
The results of the experiments illustrated two areas of possible improve-
iiieiit: 
1. Re-estimation of parameters under RSAT. The rotated face detector can-
not detect small size faces. This problem could be solved by estimating 
another set of parameters under the RSAT data structure. 
2. Develop more complex prediction model in CONDENSATION filter. The 
interleaved CONDENSATION tracker demonstrated reliable tracking 
ability. However, the current formulation involved only a static predic-
tion model with addictive noise. A more sophisticated dynamic model 
that formulates the velocity of the target may further improve the per-
fomiance of tracker. 
Appendix A 
Feature Selection and 
Parameter Estimation 
The parameters in the Haar-like feature cascade upright face detector are es-
timated by a modified AdaBoost [Preund and Schapire, 1996] algorithm. The 
whole training process is summarized in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. The 
feature selection process in Line 4 of Algorithm 3 is accomplished by sorting 
the features and search for optimal threshold. The training process in Al-
gorithm 2 gradually filters out false-alarm patterns as the number of strong 
classifiers increases. The hit-rate is guaranteed by adjusting the threshold � 
at Line 12 in Algorithm 2. 
As the number of possible threshold positions depends on the number of 
feature and the number of image samples, the whole training process is re-
ported to take several weeks [Viola and Jones, 2004 . 
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Algorithm 2: Training of the Cascade Classifier {Ci). 
Input: 
fa： User specified maximum false alarm rate per layer , 
d : Miiiiinuin detection rate per layer, 
Ftarget' The target Overall false alarm rate, 
P: Set of positive samples, 
N: Set of negative samples, and 
InonFace- Set of images with no human face in them. 
Output: Set of Strong classifiers (Ci) and thresholds (7^) 
TRAINCASCADE(/a, d, FtargeU 尸’ houFace) 
(1) Fo = 1.0 
(2) Do = 1.0 
(3) i = Q 
(4) while (Fi > Ftarget) 
(5) i = z + l 
(6) r i i = 0; F i = 
(7) while {Fi> f x 
(8) ni = rii + 1 
(9) Train the Strong Classifier Q by Al-
gorithm 3 on P and N. 
(10) = 
( 1 1 ) Evaluate current classifier on a vali-
dation set to determine Fi and Di. 
(12) Adjust the threshold (7^) until the 
overall detection rate exceed dx Di一 1. 
(13) N = 0 
( 1 4 ) i f {Fi > Ftarget) 
(15) Put the false-alarm found in InonFace 
into th Set N 
(16) return {Ci,7i} 
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Algorithm 3: Training of one Strong Classifier (C^). 
Input: Resized Training Samples X = {xa；} with their class 
labels Y = {y^} 
Output: A set of weak classifiers {ht) with their weighting (at) 
TRAINSTRONG(X,y) 
(1) Initialize the sample weighting wl to equal weighted. 
(2) for t = l to Ti 
(3) Normalize the weights 
(4) Select the best weak classifier ht{xk, fuPt, Ot) by mini-
mizing the weighted sample error. 
(5) Calculate the error-to-correct ratio (J3t = j ^ ) 
(6) Update the weights = w l * 成〜 ‘ 
(7) Calculate the classifier weighting ott = log j-. 
(8) return {at, h]} 
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